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I.

Introduction
Less than a week ago, on April 8, 2020, Petitioners filed their Application

for Extraordinary Relief. Since that date, COVID-19 infections in the United States
have surged, reaching 603,364 total infections and killing 25,193.1 Pennsylvania
alone now has 25,345 infections. The death toll in the Commonwealth has more
than doubled in just six days, reaching 584 dead.2
The virus continues to penetrate the community surrounding the Berks
County Residential Center (BCRC). Known infections in Berks County have
skyrocketed to 1,247, and 27 people have died.3 Two County staff members in the
nursing home across the street from BCRC have tested positive for COVID-19.4
The greater Philadelphia area, of which Berks County is commonly considered a
part,5 has been called an “emerging hot spot” and “area of particular concern” by

1

United States, Worldometer, https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/us/ (last
updated Apr. 14, 2020, 2:14 PM).
2
Compare Petitioners’ Application at 5 (“240 people have died”) with COVID-19 Cases in
Pennsylvania, Pa. Dep’t Health,
https://www.health.pa.gov/topics/disease/coronavirus/Pages/Cases.aspx (last updated Apr. 14,
2020, 12:00 PM).
3

Id.

4

69 NEWS, 2 Berks Heim employees test positive for coronavirus (Apr. 9, 2020),
https://www.wfmz.com/health/coronavirus/2-berks-heim-staff-members-test-positive-for-covid19/article_adb6fd22-7ac4-11ea-bf65-87bf6a9b9b1e.html.
5
See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Delaware_Valley.
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the White House.6 One Penn Medicine model predicts a COVID-19 “tsunami”
hitting the region in mid-May.7
Meanwhile, evidence of the rampant spread of COVID-19 inside
immigration detention facilities, including those containing children, continues to
mount. Today, April 14, 2020, reports broke that a COVID-19 outbreak at a child
migrant facility in Chicago had infected 37 children.8 Also today, the Guatemalan
Health Minister stated that 75 percent of deportees arriving on a flight from the
United States tested positive for COVID-19.9
Respondent, the Pennsylvania Department of Human Services
(“Department”), claims in its Answer that measures are being taken to prevent the
spread of COVID-19 within BCRC and therefore there is no immediate threat to

6

WPVI, Vice President Pence says Philadelphia is area of 'particular concern' amid COVID-19
outbreak (Apr. 9, 2020), available at https://6abc.com/coronavirus-philadelphia-news-phillywhite-house/6086927/ (“[O]ur message to the people of the Philadelphia area is now more than
ever, practice the social distancing so that Philadelphia and to some extent, even Pittsburgh, do
not have to endure what other communities before them have had to endure.”). Notably,
Philadelphia Health Commissioner Dr. Thomas Farley said the city continues to see cases among
clusters or congregate settings including nursing homes and jails. Sixty-two inmates have tested
positive for the virus, and 32 people have died from the virus while in a nursing home. Id.
7
Stephanie Stahl, Penn Medicine Model Warns Of Coronavirus Tsunami To Hit Philadelphia In
Mid-May, CBS 3 (Apr. 14, 2020), https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/video/4494007-pennmedicine-model-warns-of-coronavirus-tsunami-to-hit-philadelphia-in-mid-may.
8
Camilo Montoya-Galvez, Chicago coronavirus outbreak infects dozens of migrant children in
U.S. custody, CBS News (April 14, 2020),
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/chicago-coronavirus-outbreak-infects-dozens-of-migrantchildren-in-us-custody/.
9
Refugees International, Deportations From The United States Are Spreading Covid-19 To
Guatemala, Placing Many At Risk (Apr. 14, 2020),
https://www.refugeesinternational.org/reports/2020/4/14/deportations-from-the-united-states-arespreading-covid-19-to-guatemala-placing-many-at-risk.
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the life or health of Petitioners. These measures are wholly inadequate, as set forth
in detail below. It is plain from the Department’s response that the agency will not
take action to protect the children and families in BCRC during this unprecedented
crisis. Therefore, the Court should issue a writ of mandamus compelling the
Department to take immediate action to remove Petitioners from BCRC.10
II.

The Court has authority under its King’s Bench jurisdiction to issue the
requested relief.
A. The Department has improperly urged the Court to adopt a novel
standard limiting the exercise of its broad King’s Bench authority,
which the Court should disregard.
In its Answer, the Department attempts to impose a limitation on the Court’s

King’s Bench authority that does not exist. Hoping to persuade the Court to adopt a
novel legal standard for exercising its authority, the Department states, “this Court
has exercised its King’s Bench authority in only three types of cases: those that
present an issue of statewide importance; those that implicate the integrity of the
judicial process; and those that involve an important constitutional issue.”
Respondent’s Br. at 4. However, the Department does not cite to a single case in

10

In her supplemental declaration, attorney Bridget Cambria provides updated information
regarding the Petitioner families’ situations and sponsors to whom they could be released. See
Exh. A, Cambria Supp. Decl. ¶¶ 38(a-f).

3

which this Court has limited the scope of its King’s Bench review to those three
types of matters.11
As Petitioners note in their Application, the Court’s King’s Bench power
comprises “every judicial power that the people of the Commonwealth can
bestow.” Stander v. Kelly, 250 A.2d 474, 484 (Pa. 1969) (Roberts, J., with Jones
and Pomeroy, J.J., concurring). The Court therefore “would be remiss to interpret
the Court’s supervisory authority at King’s Bench in narrow terms, contrary to
precedent and the transcendent nature and purpose of the power.” Commonwealth
v. Williams, 129 A.3d 1199, 1207 (Pa. 2015); In re Bruno, 101 A.3d 635, 679 (Pa.
2014). Yet that is just what the Department is asking the Court to do.
The Court should decline to limit its King’s Bench authority. Judge Aldisert
of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit described the power as follows:
“‘[T]he justices of the King’s Bench are the supreme and general justices
(capitales et generales) of the kingdom, these terms indicating both the order and
the extent of their jurisdiction.’ Commonwealth v. Ickhoff, 33 Pa. 80, 80 (Pa.
1859). . . . This is the time-honored, solidly-rooted way of the Pennsylvania

11

The Department cites “generally” to Pa. State Ass’n of County Comm’rs v. Commonwealth,
681 A.2d 699 (Pa. 1996), for the proposition that the Court applied its King’s Bench authority in
that matter because it was a case of statewide importance. However, the Court in that case made
no statement that it was utilizing its authority because the matter was one of statewide
importance, and also did not limit its King’s Bench authority to the three types of matters that the
Department has laid out. The Department’s other case citations are similarly unavailing.

4

judiciary. Very few (if any) other courts in America possess such judicial power, a
power described by Blackstone as ‘high and transcendent.’”12
The Department cites Williams in support of its proposed restrictions on
King’s Bench jurisdiction. Yet in that case, the Court rejected efforts of both
parties to limit the Court’s King’s Bench authority. Williams, 129 A.3d 1205-07
(“This Court has never adopted such a narrow view of the King’s Bench authority
and we decline the invitation of the Governor and Williams to do so in the instant
case.”) The Williams court cited its decision in Bruno to support a broad reading of
its authority: “The Court long ago warned against any judicial inclination to
narrow [King’s Bench] authority, lest the members of the Court abandon their duty
to exercise the power they hold in trust for the people.” Id. at 1207, citing In re
Bruno, 101 A.3d at 679. The Department’s attempt to frame a new, more limited
standard for application of King’s Bench authority should be disregarded by the
Court now.
B. Petitioners’ claims raise issues of public importance appropriate
for the Court’s discretionary exercise of its King’s Bench
jurisdiction.
In its Answer, the Department recasts the Court’s established exercise of
jurisdiction over “issues of public importance” as “issues of statewide importance”

12

Aldisert, Ruggero J., The Honorable Ralph Cappy: Distinguished Keeper of the King's Bench
Tradition (Duquesne Univ. L. Rev., Vol 47, Summer 2009) at 405.

5

without citing any authority for this proposed change. See Resp. Br. at 5
(“Petitioners do not present an issue of statewide public importance because
disposition of the case would not affect a large segment of the Commonwealth or
the Commonwealth as a whole. Rather, the matter is specific to 18 individuals.”).
The Court’s King’s Bench authority should not be limited in this way, but even if it
were, the Department’s argument would fail. Issues of “statewide importance” and
“public importance” are not mutually exclusive, and Petitioners’ claims clearly
implicate issues of public importance on a statewide level.
Some matters appropriate for King’s Bench review may directly impact only
a limited number of petitioners but still impact issues of great significance to the
general public. See, e.g., Commonwealth of Pa. v. Robert Williams, No. 29-31 EM
2018 (Pa. Apr. 24, 2018); City of Philadelphia v. Schweiker, 817 A.2d 1217, 1219
n.1 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2003), aff’d 858 A.2d 75 (Pa. 2004) (using the Court’s King’s
Bench power to confer jurisdiction upon the Commonwealth Court to permit a
challenge to the enlargement of the Philadelphia Parking Authority). In fact, the
Court recently denied broad relief under its King’s Bench jurisdiction because the
impact would be too wide and unwieldy. In re The Petition of the Pa. Prison Soc.
et al., No. 70 MM 2020 (Pa. Apr. 3, 2020) at 2 (recognizing that “action must be
taken to mitigate the potential of a public health crisis . . . [but] the immediate
release of specified categories of incarcerated persons in every county correctional

6

institution, as sought by Petitioners, fails to take into account . . . the diversity of
situations present within individual institutions and communities, which vary
dramatically in size and population density.”); In re The Petition of C.Z., et al., No.
24 EM 2020 (Pa. Apr. 7, 2020) (similar).
Perhaps because it is proposing a legal standard that does not yet exist, the
Department cites no parameters by which an issue of statewide importance is to be
defined.13 But even on the terms set out by the Department, the Court may hear this
matter. The care and protection of infants and small children facing indefinite
detention within the Commonwealth is an issue of statewide and even national
importance. BCRC has been in the national and international spotlight for years
now. The level of public concern, already high, has escalated during the current
pandemic. Two weeks ago, Pennsylvania state Rep. Chris Rabb, D-Philadelphia,
and Philadelphia City Councilmember Helen Gym, reiterated the health and safety
dangers facing migrants detained at BCRC. “I feel compelled to speak out even
though this is 75 miles out of my jurisdiction,” Rabb said. “This immigration issue
is not connected just to one community.” Only Governor Wolf has the power to

13

Must an issue directly impact a certain number of residents of the state or counties within the
Commonwealth? Is there a certain number of petitioners required in order to trigger King’s
Bench review? The Department does not define the term “statewide,” and references no guidance
on the question because this Court has not imposed any such limitation on the exercise of its
King’s Bench authority.
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release those migrants, Rabb said, adding that “It has taken a pandemic to do what
should have been done years ago.”14
Whether the state honors and enforces state laws relating to the care and
protection of children detained at BCRC is, contrary to the Department’s
assertions, a matter of statewide importance. Media from Philadelphia15 to
Allentown16 to Harrisburg17 to Pittsburgh18 have covered the controversy
surrounding BCRC for years. Pennsylvania’s own Auditor General has called for
Berks to be shut down.19
14

Michala Butler, Immigration activists call on Wolf to release detainees from ICE center in
Berks County, Pennsylvania Capital-Star (Apr. 1, 2020), https://www.penncapital-star.com/civilrights-social-justice/immigration-activists-call-on-wolf-to-release-detainees-from-ice-center-inberks-county/.
15
Cheri Gregg, Federal judge releases more immigrants detained in ICE facilities in
Pennsylvania, KYW News Radio (April 7, 2020),
https://kywnewsradio.radio.com/articles/news/judge-releases-more-immigrants-detained-in-icefacilities (“six Philadelphia City Councilmembers wrote to Gov. Tom Wolf, asking him to use
executive powers to close the county-owned, federally-run facility in Berks County, where
families are being held indefinitely.”).
16
Laura Olson and Andrew Scott, How does Berks County’s family detention facility fit into
Sunday’s planned immigration raids by federal ICE officials?, Morning Call (Jul. 14, 2019),
https://www.mcall.com/news/pennsylvania/capitol-ideas/mc-nws-pa-immigration-raid-protestsberks-detention-center-20190713-medqudu7pzfk3kr3jg5kt5hipe-story.html (“Protests against
immigrant detentions were held Friday in more than 700 cities nationally, including in
Philadelphia, Easton, and outside the Berks facility.”)..
17
Megan Park, Berks detention center protesters arrested in Harrisburg, WFMZ (Dec. 20,
2016), https://www.wfmz.com/news/area/berks/berks-detention-center-protesters-arrested-inharrisburg/article_f10f0812-9a14-573e-85bf-050f525b75b4.html.
18
Daniel Moore, Detention of U.K. family fuels calls to close troubled Berks County facility,
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette (Oct. 14, 2019), https://www.post-gazette.com/news/politicsnation/2019/10/14/Immigration-detention-center-Berks-County-TomWolf/stories/201910140089.
19
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Editorial Board, Shut it down: ICE facility in Pa. is immoral and
perhaps illegal, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette (Dec. 31, 2019), available at https://www.postgazette.com/opinion/editorials/2019/12/31/div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-Shut-it-downdiv/stories/201912130054 (“A Berks County facility that rakes in millions of federal dollars

8

In addition, the issue impacts immigrant families around the state, since ICE
has detained families from different parts of the state at BCRC as part of its
“internal enforcement” operations.20 A parent with one or more children taken
together into custody by ICE in any county in Pennsylvania would likely be
detained at BCRC rather than being sent to one of the detention centers in Texas.
While the number of people detained is currently small, ICE has routinely filled
BCRC to capacity and is likely to do so again. In fact, BCRC has applied for
permission to double its capacity, indicating ICE’s intent to detain even more
families at BCRC.21
Moreover, the Department argues that this issue is not one of public
importance since BCRC is purportedly not detaining new families. However, the
Department misreads the declaration of Licensing Technician Erin Roman when it
asserts that “the number of individuals entering BCRC will not increase during the
pandemic.” Resp. Br. at 6. Roman actually stated that “BCRC’s procedures in
annually to function as a jailhouse for federally detained children and parents should be shut
down. Today . . . ‘No one being held at the Berks facility is facing any criminal charges, but the
center still essentially functions as a jail in which adults and children, sometimes mere babies,
are detained,’ [Pennsylvania Auditor General Eugene] DePasquale commented.”).
20
Laura Olson and Andrew Scott, How does Berks County’s family detention facility fit into
Sunday’s planned immigration raids by federal ICE officials?, Morning Call (Jul. 14, 2019),
https://www.mcall.com/news/pennsylvania/capitol-ideas/mc-nws-pa-immigration-raid-protestsberks-detention-center-20190713-medqudu7pzfk3kr3jg5kt5hipe-story.html.
21
See Colin Deppen and Sarah Anne Hughes, Why PA’s controversial Berks detention center for
immigrant families is still open: A chorus of legislators and Philadelphia City Council are
calling for the facility’s closure, as pressure mounts on Gov. Tom Wolf, Billy Penn (Jun. 22,
2018), https://billypenn.com/2018/06/22/why-pas-controversial-detention-center-for-immigrantfamilies-is-still-open/.
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response to COVID-19 include . . . [n]o new admissions since March 18 . . . .”
Roman Decl. at ¶ 15(a). First, decisions about whether and where to detain noncitizen families are made by ICE, not BCRC. Second, Roman’s assertion that no
individuals have been newly detained at BCRC since March 18 does not mean that
new families may not be detained there in the days or weeks to come. Furthermore,
the Department provides no information about what criteria BCRC or ICE might
use to determine when the pandemic will be considered to have ended. The
Department’s assertion that “the number of individuals entering BCRC will not
increase during the pandemic” (Resp. Br. at 6) is not supported by the evidence in
the record.
Whether the state honors and enforces state laws relating to the care and
protection of children detained at BCRC is a matter of great public importance,
and, contrary to the Department’s assertions, it is also a matter of statewide
importance. Petitioners’ pending Application raises an issue of great public
importance that impacts residents throughout the state, and the Court would be
within its clear authority to exercise its discretion to hear this matter.
III.

Petitioners have a legal right to mandamus relief, and the Department’s
exercise of discretion was arbitrary or based on an erroneous
interpretation of law.
Petitioners have a legal right to mandamus relief, as they are the individuals

most directly impacted by BCRC’s compliance or noncompliance with the
10

Department’s licensing regime. The purpose of the applicable regulation, 55 Pa.
Code § 3800, et seq., is “to protect the health, safety and well-being of children
receiving care in a child residential facility through the formulation, application
and enforcement of minimum licensing requirements.” 55 Pa. Code § 3801. The
Commonwealth Court recently found in the context of a petition to intervene in
BCRC’s appeal of the Department’s revocation of its childcare license that the
detained families “are the ones personally suffering any negative consequences to
their health, safety, and well-being posed by the Center operating contrary to law
such that their direct interest could diverge from DHS’s more general interest in
confirming that the Center operates lawfully.” D.G.A. v. Dept. of Human Svcs., No.
1059 CD 2018, 2020 WL 283885 at 7 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2020). While the standard for
the right to intervene differs slightly from the standard for the right to enforce an
action in mandamus, the Commonwealth Court’s reasoning in D.G.A. is instructive
here. The child Petitioners are the individuals most directly impacted by the
Department’s failure to act; it is literally their life or health which the Department
is charged with protecting through the state licensing scheme.
A. Conditions at BCRC constitute an immediate and serious danger
to Petitioners’ life or health.
1. BCRC is incapable of combating a COVID-19 outbreak
at the facility.

11

In their Application, Petitioners asserted BCRC’s incapacity to adequately
respond to the pandemic when it breaks out at BCRC. The Department’s response
wholly failed to provide credible analysis from a medical expert who can aver to
BCRC’s level of preparedness. Consequently, the record contains no evidence that
BCRC has sufficient medical resources to combat a COVID-19 outbreak, or that it
has coordinated with local officials to prepare for an outbreak.
Indeed, all evidence indicates the opposite: BCRC remains incapable of
combating an all-but-inevitable COVID-19 outbreak at the facility since BCRC is
“a single building and congregate care facility for children, with no ability to leave
the facility.” Exh. A, Cambria Supp. Decl. ¶ 17. Attempts to create social
distancing therefore are not sufficient to ensure that no family contracts COVID19. Id. “Every common area is a commingling area, every bathroom is a
commingling area, the cafeteria is a commingling area.” Id. at ¶ 24. Meals are still
provided in the cafeteria for all families at the same time. Id. at ¶ 32. Petitioners are
still required to clean not only their own rooms, but the communal bathrooms and
children’s playroom as well. Id. at ¶ 28. Moreover, the detained families are still at
risk because BCRC continues to host County, ICE, and medical staff, who come
and go from the facility. Id. at ¶ 19.
Beginning April 7, 2020, in response to a County-issued order, adult-sized
masks were provided to children as young as one year old. Id. at 27. Families

12

reported that the masks were so big as to cover the entire face of a child, making it
difficult for the children to breathe. Many of the children have already broken the
masks. Detained Petitioners were provided one mask only and have not been
provided replacements. Id.
The Department makes much of the fact that two posters describing handwashing have been put up in the facility. Resp. Br. at 12. However, Petitioners
have not been instructed in a language they understand what policies are being
implemented to protect them, or the nature of the COVID-19 pandemic in this
country. Cambria Supp. Decl. ¶ 30. The predominant language spoken by
Petitioners is Haitian Creole. Id. There are no news services available in Creole nor
any on-site interpreters in Creole; few BCRC staff members are bilingual even in
Spanish. Id. As a result, Petitioner families are “completely isolated and trapped in
an institutional setting during a pandemic” and feel “helpless.” Id.
Furthermore, the remote inspection conducted by the Department is not
adequate to assess the current risk to the life or health of Petitioners during the
COVID-19 crisis. See Resp. Br. at 9-11. If remote inspections are necessary
because it is a risk to the health of inspectors to enter the facility, that should be a
signal that it is unsafe for the families to live in the facility. If the inspection was
conducted remotely because of risk to Petitioners that a DHS inspector could
expose them to coronavirus, then this must also be true of the approximately 60

13

BCRC staff members and unknown number of ICE officials who regularly enter
the facility. In addition, the Department’s decision to allow BCRC Director Diane
Edwards to facilitate the inspection via Facetime presents a conflict of interest
which calls the validity of the inspection into question. See Resp. Br. at 9. If the
relief Petitioners have requested is granted, BCRC may not be permitted to
continue to operate during the pendency of the pandemic. The BCRC Director has
an incentive to conduct any such inspection in a way that conceals or diminishes
any information about conditions that could lead the Department to conclude there
is an immediate risk to the life or health of the children. While a potential for such
a conflict is present in the normal course of inspections, the onus is on the
Department to be more vigilant than usual given the high stakes of the present
moment and the disadvantages inherent to a remote inspection. Now more than
ever, DHS must maintain neutrality and independence from the licensee in order to
fulfill the purpose of protecting children within the Commonwealth.
The Department’s Technical Inspector observed that during the walkthrough inspection conducted over Facetime with the BCRC Director, “the
inspector observed residents practicing social distancing.” Resp. Br. at 11. Missing
from the Technical Inspector’s declaration was any information she relied upon to
determine that Petitioners were practicing social distancing or any parameters or
metrics the inspector applied to assess the presence or absence of adequate social

14

distancing. The Technical Inspector also noted that “[t]he visual walk-through did
not include resident rooms or other private areas, to protect the privacy of the
residents.” Roman Decl. at ¶ 10. Within the limited scope of the “inspection,” the
Department could not reasonably conclude that BCRC was maintaining safe social
distancing at all times, in all places within BCRC. Given the highly contagious
nature of COVID-19, social distancing “most of the time” in a small, enclosed
space such as BCRC will still be likely to result in exposure to and spread of the
virus.
2. Social distancing alone does not effectively prevent
COVID-19 in a detained setting.
Regardless, social distancing alone, in the absence of other intensive
precautionary measures, is not effective to prevent the spread of COVID-19 within
the confines of a detention center. Pet. Br. Exh. B (Meyer Decl.) ¶ 10. Isolation of
people who are ill is an ineffective way to prevent transmission of the virus
through droplets to others because, except in specialized negative pressure rooms
(rarely in medical units if available at all), air continues to flow outward from
rooms to the rest of the facility. Risk of exposure is thus increased to other people
in BCRC and staff. Id.
Family residential centers like BCRC are congregate facilities, with shared
bedrooms, bathrooms, dining facilities, hallways, lounges, and recreational areas.
Exh. B, Shapiro Decl. ¶ 10. These congregate facilities are not designed in a way
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that permits appropriate preventative steps to avoid the spread of COVID-19. Id. In
recent weeks, federal courts around the country have ordered the release of inmates
or detainees from prisons and detention centers for that very reason. See, e.g.,
United States v. Harris, 2020 US. Dist. LEXIS 53632, 6 (D.D.C. March 27, 2020)
(“‘Infections that are transmitted through droplets,’ like COVID-19, ‘are
particularly difficult to control in detention facilities, as 6-foot distancing and
proper decontamination of surfaces is virtually impossible.’”); Basank v. Decker,
2020 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 53191, 17-18 (S.D.N.Y. March 26, 2020) (“Respondents
represented that...detention facilities...are taking certain measures to prevent the
spread of virus: screening detainees upon intake for risk factors, isolating detainees
who report symptoms, conducting video court appearances with only one detainee
in the room at a time, providing soap and hand sanitizer to inmates, and increasing
the frequency and intensity of cleaning jail facilities. These measures are patently
insufficient to protect Petitioners”); United States v. Fellela, 2020 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 49198 (D. Conn. March 20, 2020) (“All levels of government nationwide
have recently taken drastic measures in light of the COVID-19 pandemic to
promote ‘social distancing’ and to prohibit the congregation of large numbers of
people with one another. But, as is true for most jails and prisons, the conditions of
confinement at Wyatt are not compatible with these safeguards.”); United States v.
Kennedy, 2020 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 53359, 5 (E.D. Mich. March 27, 2020) (“Even if
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all CDC’s interim recommendations are followed...the Court is concerned that such
measures will prove insufficient to stem deadly outbreaks”); and United States v.
Nkanga, 2020 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 56188 (S.D.N.Y. March 31, 2020) (“Realistically,
the best – perhaps the only – way to mitigate the damage and reduce the death toll
is to decrease the jail and prison population by releasing as many people as
possible.”).
3. Rules on social distancing and hygiene cannot
realistically be applied to young children.
Most importantly, social distancing rules and other measures to prevent
exposure to and spread of COVID-19 by adults are necessarily not applicable to a
facility in which children are detained. Children--especially very young children-cannot be expected to observe the same rules and norms of social distancing that
are expected of adults. As Dr. Alan Shapiro states, “It is imperative to understand
that children’s developmental and cognitive limitations make consistent social
distancing between different families and meticulous hand-washing impossible in
congregate settings. Nor is it possible to prevent children from touching commonly
used surfaces, from rubbing their eyes, nose, and mouth, from uncovered coughs or
sneezes, or, for young children, from putting toys and other shared objects in their
mouth.” Exh. B, Shapiro Decl. ¶ 11 (emphasis added). This is in part why schools
around the country, and the world, have closed. Id. at ¶ 12. The American
Academy of Pediatric goes further in their recommendation and asks parents not to
17

have their children participate in “play-dates” because social distancing would be
breached.22
Children in detention are likely to act as children do elsewhere--they play
together, approach one another unannounced, run from place to place, and disobey
their parents’ instructions. It is impossible to maintain social distancing procedures
inside crowded schools, resulting in a high likelihood of transmission of COVID19 among children and later to their homes. That is why, a day after Petitioners
filed their Application, Governor Tom Wolf ordered Pennsylvania schools closed
until the end of the academic year.23
Now consider that the children at BCRC are functionally detained inside
their school building 24 hours a day, seven days a week. For these reasons, the
likelihood of COVID-19 transmission is significantly higher in BCRC than in
congregate settings involving only adults. Shapiro Decl. ¶ 13.
Evidence of the rampant spread of COVID-19 inside immigration detention
facilities, including those containing children, continues to mount. Today, reports

22

Id.; Corinn Cross, Social Distancing: Why Keeping Your Distance Helps Keep Others Safe,
Am. Acad. of Pediatrics (Mar. 31, 2020), https://www.healthychildren.org/English/healthissues/conditions/chest- lungs/Pages/Social-Distancing-Why-Keeping-Your-Distance-HelpsKeep-Others-Safe.aspx. In effect, the Department is urging the Court to disregard the public
safety rationale used by school districts throughout the Commonwealth to justify school closure,
simply because BCRC houses noncitizen child residents of the state living in ICE custody.
23
WPVI, Pennsylvania schools ordered to remain closed until end of academic year due to
coronavirus pandemic (April 9, 2020), available at https://6abc.com/health/pa-schools-orderedto-remain-closed-until-end-of-academic-year/6089382/.
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broke that a COVID-19 outbreak at a child migrant facility in Chicago had infected
37 children.24 ICE’s reports of low numbers of infected detainees stem largely
from its refusal to test detained people in its custody, including families at
BCRC.25 The consequences of the unchecked spread of COVID-19 in detention
centers in Pennsylvania was tragically highlighted last week when two inmates
from the Pike County Correctional Facility, which houses both immigrant
detainees and inmates in criminal custody, died after being infected with COVID19.26
Once COVID-19 infection is introduced into BCRC, it will inevitably spread
within the facility to detained families and staff, and from those infected staff
members to the local communities. Shapiro Decl. ¶ 25. This raises serious concerns
about a surge in the need for emergency department services, personal protective

24

Camilo Montoya-Galvez, Chicago coronavirus outbreak infects dozens of migrant children in
U.S. custody, CBS News (April 14, 2020),
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/chicago-coronavirus-outbreak-infects-dozens-of-migrantchildren-in-us-custody/.
25
Eric Kiefer, Cutting-Edge Coronavirus Tests To Be Used At Essex County Prison, Patch.com
(April 14, 2020), https://patch.com/new-jersey/newarknj/cutting-edge-coronavirus-tests-be-usedessex-county-prison. Prior to rollout of wide-scale testing at the Essex County Correctional
Facility in New Jersey, authorities reported only two infected ICE detainees out of a population
of 533, or a rate of infection of 0.37%. When testing of detainees began at scale at the facility
this week, 15 of the 22 ICE detainees who received testing were found to test positive, for an
infection rate of 68%. Id. This indicates that infection levels within immigration detention
centers are much higher than ICE has publicly acknowledged.
26
Joseph Kohut, Two Pike County Inmates Die from Coronavirus; Seven Staff Members, Five
Other Inmates Test Positive, Times Tribune (April 8, 2020), https://www.thetimestribune.com/coronavirus/two-pike-county-inmates-die-from-coronavirus-seven-staff-membersfive-other-inmates-test-positive-1.2615732.
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equipment, hospital beds, intensive care units, and critical equipment such as
ventilators. Id. Not only are local hospital systems likely to be overwhelmed caring
for COVID-19 infected patients, but they will also be unable to meet the needs for
non-COVID-19 patients as services become inundated. Id. The high risk of
overwhelming small local hospital systems such as those found in Berks County
endangers detainees, staff, and the public. Id.
Dr. Shapiro states, “As a pediatrician, it is my ethical duty to protect
children and their families.” Shapiro Decl. ¶ 27. Asylum seekers such as Petitioner
families are some of the most vulnerable families in the world. Id. Protecting them
will also protect detention center personnel and the general public and help
preserve Pennsylvania’s limited healthcare resources during this unprecedented
time. Id. Dr. Shapiro notes, “While much of the public discourse in recent years
has focused on the egregious harm to the well-being of children separated from
their parents at the border, it has been clearly showed that detention as a family
unit— especially for prolonged times—is deleterious to the a child’s well-being
and the integrity of the family unit.” Id.
Keeping families in BCRC during this novel and rapidly spreading
pandemic is particularly concerning. Id. at ¶ 28. The added restrictions of
confinement and isolation will significantly increase the stress on children and
their families. Id. The stress this can cause in the developing child is known as
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“toxic stress” and can lead to short and long-term adverse consequences on a
child’s growth, development and psychological well-being.27
Dr. Shapiro concludes, “Knowing the harm that detention causes on the
health and the wellbeing of children and their parents in the best of times, it is
inconceivable to me as a pediatric specialist why children and their parents should
remain in detention during this unprecedented and highly dangerous pandemic.”
Shapiro Decl. ¶ 29. Finally, even if the child petitioners are at a lower risk of death
or permanent injury from COVID-19 than their parents, the higher risk that their
parents—their primary caretakers—will fall seriously ill and potentially die
independently constitutes an immediate and serious danger to the children’s life or
health.
B. The Department’s exercise of discretion was arbitrary or based
on an erroneous interpretation of law.
On the evidence and information before the Court, DHS is obligated to issue
an emergency removal order because the available evidence leaves no room for a
contrary interpretation. Detaining children in an enclosed space without adequate
social distancing and other necessary safety precautions during the COVID-19
pandemic meets the threshold at which immediate action is compulsory because
there has been “gross incompetence, negligence, misconduct in operating the

27

Id.; Institute of Medicine and National Research Council, From Neurons to Neighborhoods:
The Science of Early Childhood Development (Nat’l Academies Press 2000).
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facility or agency, or mistreatment or abuse of clients, likely to constitute an
immediate and serious danger to the life or health of the clients.” See 55 Pa. Code
§ 20.37. If the Court determines that the Department’s assessment of whether
conditions at BCRC meet the threshold to trigger immediate action is
discretionary, Petitioners submit that the agency’s discretion cannot be absolute
and unchecked. If arbitrarily exercised or based on a mistaken view of the law, it is
reviewable by this Court.
Mandamus is a tool to be used “when the tribunal or agency has been ‘sitting
on its hands.’”28 This Court has noted that mandamus is only used when the actor
has refused to perform or act.29 Mandamus may lie to compel the performance of a
legal duty, “even where the existence and scope of such duties must be found and
defined in the course of the mandamus action itself.”30 Further, mandamus will lie
to compel action by an official where his refusal to act in the requested way stems
from his erroneous interpretation of the law.31
Where the agency action sought to be compelled is discretionary, “courts
will review the exercise of the actor’s discretion where it is arbitrary or
fraudulently exercised or is based upon a mistaken view of the law.” Banfield v.
28

Chanceford Aviation Properties, L.L.P. v. Chanceford Tp. Bd. of Supervisors, 923 A.2d 1099,
1108 (Pa. 2007).
29
Coady v. Vaughn, 770 A.2d 287, 290 (Pa. 2001).
30
Del. River Port Auth. v. Thornburgh, 508 Pa. 11, 493 A.2d 1351, 1355 (1985).
31
Fagan v. Smith, 615 Pa. 87, 41 A.3d 816, 821-22 (2012); Volunteer Firemen’s Relief Ass’n of
City of Reading v. Minehart, 415 Pa. 305, 203 A.2d 476, 479-80 (1964).
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Cortes, 631 Pa. 229, 110 A.3d 155, 175 (2015); Pa. State Ass’n of Cty. Comm’rs v.
Commonwealth, 681 A.2d at 702 (mandamus will not lie to control discretionary
acts, but “courts will review the exercise of the actor’s discretion where it is
arbitrary or fraudulently exercised or is based upon a mistaken view of the law”);
Camiel v. Thornburgh, 507 Pa. 337, 489 A.2d 1360, 1362 n.2 (1985) (“Mandamus
does not lie to compel the performance of discretionary acts except where the
exercise or non-exercise of discretion is arbitrary, fraudulent, or based upon a
mistaken view of the law.”).
Justice Wecht, in his dissent in Brown v. Wetzel, articulated a key rationale
for the judicial safeguard of mandamus to check arbitrary, fraudulent, or legally
erroneous agency action:
Deference to the discretionary functions of administrative agencies and
lower tribunals is a core principle in our law. Nonetheless, “discretion”
and “deference” cannot be elevated to talismanic status such that they
become “magic words,” the invocation of which forces a reviewing
court to close its eyes to arbitrary or vindictive decisions. Nor can such
words insulate those decisions from judicial scrutiny, “render[ing]
appellate review a mere empty formality.”
177 A.3d 200, 207 (Pa. 2018) (dissenting opinion), citing Pittman v. Pa. Bd.
of Prob. & Parole, 159 A.3d 466, 474 (2017).
Here, for the reasons stated above, the Department’s determination that the
conditions at BCRC are not likely to constitute an immediate and serious danger to
the life or health of Petitioners represents an arbitrary exercise of its discretion, or
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one based on a mistaken interpretation of the legal standard set forth in 55 Pa.
Code § 20.37. The flawed methodology of a remote inspection, tainted by its
dependence on the licensee’s director and conducted via FaceTime because it was
unsafe for the inspector to herself set foot inside the facility, could not provide
reliable information to reasonably support the Department’s conclusion that
“BCRC is not operating its facility in a manner that constitutes an immediate and
serious danger to the life or health of its residents.” See Resp. Br. at 12. The
Department has ignored voluminous evidence to the contrary presented by
Petitioners. Because Petitioners have a right to relief and because the Department’s
exercise of discretion was arbitrary or based on an erroneous interpretation of law,
this Court should grant their Application.
IV.

In the alternative, the Court should exercise its plenary jurisdiction to
hear J.S.C. v. D.H.S.
Regarding Petitioners’ request for relief in the alternative that the Court

exercise its plenary jurisdiction to hear J.S.C., et al. v. D.H.S. (678 MD 2019), and
grant the relief requested therein, the Department falsely claims that Petitioners
“have presented no facts or law that would suggest Commonwealth Court is illequipped to consider and rule on that matter.” Resp. Br. at 13. To the contrary,
Petitioners presented ample facts in their Application to demonstrate the urgency
of expedited proceedings pending in the Commonwealth Court. Petitioners,
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families detained in BCRC, are facing an unprecedented health crisis. J.S.C. et al.
is a case in which detained families allege that the Department has illegally entered
into stipulations allowing BCRC to keep operating. The matter is very much
related and urgent to Petitioners. Therefore, in the alternative, Petitioners reiterate
their request for this Court to hear the matter pending below.
V.

Conclusion
Petitioners’ continued detention becomes more dangerous by the day.

Petitioners respectfully request the Court issue a writ of mandamus compelling the
Department to take immediate action to remove Petitioners from BCRC pursuant
to 55 Pa. Code § 20.37 and enter an injunction preventing the Department from
lifting the emergency removal order after Petitioners are removed from BCRC
during the pendency of any state, county, or local stay-at-home order relating to
COVID-19. Alternatively, Petitioners request the Court exercise its plenary
jurisdiction pursuant to 42 Pa.C.S. § 726 to hear the related matter now pending in
Commonwealth Court, J.S.C., et al. v. DHS (678 MD 2019), and grant the relief
requested therein; or transfer this matter to the Commonwealth Court pursuant to
42 Pa.C.S. § 5103(a) with instructions to establish an expedited briefing and
hearing schedule.

Dated: April 14, 2020

Respectfully submitted,
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12,:)4,1 43 L.4='<%0' +0& 5<((F%0'M 5($( .401%&($(& .4/& 12,:)4,1 +0& 04) *?@!AB
7C 12,:)4,1" &(1:%)( .4='<%0' +0& &%33%.=/)2 -$(+)<%0' -(%0' :$%,+$2 .40&%)%401 43
*?@!AB7C8 Q( )(1)%3%(1 )<+) )<( .<%/& 5+1 )(1)(& L%0 +0 +-=0&+0.( 43 .+=)%40"M <45(;($" %)
5+1 &()($,%0(& -2 + <41:%)+/ :$4;%&($ )<+) 1<( -( )(1)(& 34$ *?@!AB7C +0& )<+) 1<( -(
X=+$+0)%0(& )4 +5+%) )<( )(1) $(1=/)18 R<( +0& <($ ,4)<($ 5($( X=+$+0)%0(&" -=) <($
3+)<($ [ 5%)< 5<4, 1<( <+& )$+;(/(& )4 )<( V0%)(& R)+)(1 5%)< +0& 5+1 &()+%0(& 5%)< [
5+1 04)8 !3" %0 3+.) )<( $(1=/)1 5($( &%33($(0)" +0& 1<( <+& -((0 :41%)%;(" )<(%$ 0('/%'(0)
<+0&/%0' 43 )<%1 .<%/&G1 ,(&%.+/ .40&%)%40 54=/& <+;( $(1=/)(& %0 (;($2 :($140 %0 )<(
3+.%/%)2 -(%0' (O:41(& )4 *?@!AB7C8
7W8 A=$%0' )<( %0.%&(0) 5%)< )<%1 .<%/&" I/&(+ $(X=(1)(& ,(&%.+/ .403%$,+)%40 43 )<( .<%/&G1
)(1) $(1=/) +0& .4$$(1:40&%0' $(.4$&1 40 -(<+/3 43 4=$ ./%(0)" )<( .<%/&G1 3+)<($8 _(
$(X=(1)(& 1=.< $(.4$&1 +0&b4$ .403%$,+)%40 43 )<( 0('+)%;( $(1=/)1 43 )<( *?@!AB7C )(1)
3
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40 9+$.< EW" E^E^8 _( :$4;%&(& + 04)%.( 43 $(:$(1(0)+)%40" + Q!>>I +=)<4$%F+)%40" +/40'
5%)< )<( $(X=(1)8 D<($(+3)($" +0& +) )<( I`?AG1 $(X=(1)" 5( :$4;%&(& + #($S1 ,(&%.+/
+=)<4$%F+)%40" +0& + &=/2 (O(.=)(& AQR :$%;+.2 5+%;($ 34$,8 AQR $(3=1(& )4 $(/(+1( +02
$(1=/)1 4$ $(.4$&1 )4 =18 Q45(;($" AQR &%& $(/(+1( )<( $(1=/)1 43 )<( )(1) )4 + $(:4$)($
3$4, 94)<($ \40(1 +0& )4 )<%1 .4=$)8
7Y8 I`?A a(4$'( 40/2 :$4;%&(& + $(1:401( )4 )<( .<%/&G1 .4=01(/ )4&+2" I:$%/ Z" E^E^"
.403%$,%0' )<+) )<( .<%/&G1 )(1) 5+1 0('+)%;(8
7Z8 `4//45%0' )<( 4$&($1 43 \=&'( a(( +0& \=&'( #4+1-($'" !*J <+1 +))(,:)(& )4 (0'+'( %0
:$(.+=)%40+$2 ,(+1=$(1 )4 :$(;(0) )<( 1:$(+& 43 *?@!AB7C %0 )<( #*P*" + .40'$('+)(
.+$( 3+.%/%)28 ! <+;( 4-1($;(& )<( ;%&(4 +0& &(./+$+)%40 :$4;%&(& -2 I`?A *<$%1)4:<($
a(4$'(8 I))(,:)1 )4 .$(+)( 14.%+/ &%1)+0.%0' %0 )<( #*P*" + 1%0'/( -=%/&%0' +0&
.40'$('+)( .+$( 3+.%/%)2 34$ .<%/&$(0" 5%)< 04 +-%/%)2 )4 /(+;( )<( 3+.%/%)2" %1 04) 1=33%.%(0)
)4 (01=$( )<+) 04 3+,%/2 .40)$+.)1 *?@!AB7C8
7]8 R%0.( )<( 3%/%0' 43 )<( /+51=%)" !*J <+1 $(&=.(& )<( 0=,-($ 43 3+,%/2G1 .=$$(0)/2 &()+%0(&
+) )<( #*P*8
7C8 Q45(;($" )<( 3+,%/%(1 5<4 $(,+%0 &()+%0(& +$( 1)%// +) $%1S 43 .40)$+.)%0' *?@!AB7C
'%;(0 04) 40/2 )<($( -(%0' 1%O 5<4/( 3+,%/%(1" -=) +/14 )<( 3+.) )<+) )<( 3+.%/%)2 .40)%0=(1
)4 <4=1( 1)+33 3$4, )<( *4=0)2 43 #($S1" !,,%'$+)%40 +0& *=1)4,1 J034$.(,(0) +0&
,(&%.+/ 1)+338 !) %1 =0S0450 )<( )4)+/ 0=,-($ 43 (,:/42((1 5<4 .4,( +0& '4 3$4, )<(
#($S1 3+.%/%)2" <45(;($ )<( 3+,%/%(1" )<(,1(/;(1" .401)%)=)( ,4$( )<+0 7^ %0&%;%&=+/1"
=0$(/+)(& 5<4 +$( :$(1(0) 5%)<%0 )<%1 3+.%/%)28
E^8 D<( /+1) 3+,%/2 )4 +$$%;( +) )<( #*P* +$$%;(& 40 9+$.< 7]" E^E^8 `%3)((0 3+,%/%(1 <+;(
-((0 -$4='<) )4 )<( #*P* 1%0.( 9+$.< 7" E^E^8 c4)+-/2 )<( 3%$1) .403%$,(& )(1) %0 )<(
V0%)(& R)+)(1 5+1 40 \+0=+$2 E7" E^E^8 `$4, 9+$.< ]" E^E^ )<$4='< I:$%/ Z" E^E^ )<(
0=,-($ 43 .403%$,(& .+1(1 <+1 $(+.<(& +) 4$ +-4=) T^^"^^^ .+1(18
E78 `+,%/%(1 $(:4$)(& )<+) )<( 40/2 )%,( )<(%$ )(,:($+)=$( 5+1 +33%$,+)%;(/2 )+S(0 5+1 +)
%0)+S(" +0& )<+) +) %0)+S( 04 3+,%/2 5+1 X=(1)%40(& $('+$&%0' )<( .4$40+;%$=18 !0 3+.)"
)<( 54$& .4$40+;%$=1 5+1 04) ,(0)%40(& )4 )<( &()+%0(& 3+,%/%(1 =0)%/ )<( 5((S 43
9+$.< EH" E^E^8 !0 3+.)" ,+02 43 )<( /+1) &()+%0(& 3+,%/%(1 )4 (0)($ )<( 3+.%/%)2" .+,( )4
)<( 3+.%/%)2 1%.S +0& (+.< 3+,%/2 <+& (0)($(& )<( #*P* +3)($ :/+.(,(0) %0 + <%(/($+
KL%.(-4OMN 5<%.< %1 + 04)4$%4=1/2 =01+0%)+$2 (0;%$40,(0)8 A(1:%)( )<%1" )<(2 5($( 04)
)(1)(& 34$ *?@!AB7C 4$ :($ I`?A a(4$'( 1.$((0(& 34$ *?@!AB7C8 !0 3+.)" )<( :$(.+=)%40
/%1)(& %1 )<+) + &()+%0(( 5%// -( L1.$((0(& 34$ )<( 12,:)4,1 5%)< ET <4=$1 43 S0450
(O:41=$(8M I) )<%1 :4%0)" %)G1 )44 /+)(8
EE8 >$%4$ )4 /('+/ ;%1%)+)%40 -(%0' 1=1:(0&(&" + 1%'0 :41)(& 40 )<( 4=)1%&( 43 )<( ;%1%)+)%40
&44$ &(1.$%-(& )<( :+0&(,%. +1 + L3/= 4=)-$(+S8M
EH8 A()+%0(& 3+,%/%(1 5($( 04) 1:4S(0 )4 +-4=) *?@!AB7C =0)%/ )<( 5((S 43 9+$.< EH" E^E^8
D<(2 $(:4$)(& + ,(()%0' 5<($( )<(2 5($( +&;%1(& )4 5+1< )<(%$ <+0&18 ?)<($ X=(1)%401
/%S( <45 )<( 3+.%/%)2 .+0 <(/: )<(, :$(;(0) +0 4=)-$(+S 4$ 5<+) 54=/& <+::(0 %3 )<(2
-(.+,( 1%.S" 5(0) =0+015($(&8 #(1%&(1 )<%1 40( ,(()%0' &=$%0' )<( 5((S 43 9+$.< EH"
4
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E^E^" 04 .40)%0=(& (&=.+)%40 +-4=) *?@!AB7C <+1 )+S(0 :/+.(8
ET8 D<( #*P* %1 + &()(0)%40 .(0)($ )<+) .401%1)1 43 + 1%0'/( -=%/&%0'8 D<( ;%&(4 :$4;%&(& -2
'4;($0,(0) .4=01(/ &(,401)$+)(1 )<+) (;($2 +$(+" %0./=&%0' )<( $44,1 5<($( 3+,%/%(1
1/((:" &4 04) :($,%) %14/+)(& (0;%$40,(0)18 J;($2 .4,,40 +$(+ %1 + .4,,%0'/%0' +$(+"
(;($2 -+)<$44, %1 + .4,,%0'/%0' +$(+" )<( .+3()($%+ %1 + .4,,%0'/%0' +$(+" +0& %0 3+.)
(;($2 +$(+ &(:%.)(& %0 )<( ;%&(4 %1 + .4,,%0'/%0' +$(+ [ 5%)< )<( (O.(:)%40 43 )<(
,(&%.+/ %14/+)%40 $44,8
EW8 D<( &()+%0(& 3+,%/%(1 $(:4$)(& )<+) :$%4$ )4 )<( ;%&(4 -(%0' )+S(0" )<( 3+.%/%)2 1)+33
./(+0(& +0& 4$'+0%F(& )<( 3+.%/%)2 %0 +0)%.%:+)%40 43 )<( ;%&(48 I3)($ +// )<( /+1) ,%0=)(
./(+0%0' +0& 4$'+0%F%0'" )<( .40&%)%401 .+:)=$(& %0 )<( ;%&(4 5($( 04) $(:$(1(0)+)%;( 43
<45 )<( 3+.%/%)2 5+1 4:($+)%0' :$%4$ )4 I:$%/ E" E^E^8
EY8 !) %1 04) )$=( )<+) 3+,%/%(1 1%0.( 9+$.< 7E" E^E^ <+;( -((0 :$4;%&(& >>J =:40 $(X=(1)8
!0 3+.)" 04 3+,%/2 5+1 +&;%1(& 4)<($5%1(" 4$ )<+) )<(2 .4=/& $(X=(1) >>J8 I`?A a(4$'(
+/14 3+%/1 )4 1)+)( 5<+) >>J 5+1 +;+%/+-/( )4 &()+%0((1 +0& 5<(08
EZ8 A()+%0(& 3+,%/%(1 $4=)%0(/2 $(:4$)(& -(%0' &(0%(& )<(%$ 450 1+0%)%F($ +0& 5($( 04)
:$4;%&(& ,+1S1 4$ '/4;(1" (O.(:) 5<(0 ./(+0%0' )<( 3+.%/%)28 ?0/2 )4&+2" I:$%/ Z" E^E^" %0
.40d=0.)%40 5%)< +0 4$&($ %11=(& -2 )<( *4=0)2 43 #($S1" 5($( ,+1S1 :$4;%&(& )4
&()+%0(& 3+,%/%(18 D<( ,+1S1 )<+) 5($( :$4;%&(& +$( +&=/) 1%F( ,+1S1" +0& 5($(
:$4;%&(& )4 (;($240(" (;(0 )<( .<%/&$(0 +1 24=0' +1 40( 2(+$ 4/&8 `+,%/%(1 $(:4$)(& )<+)
)<( ,+1S1 5($( 14 -%' +1 )4 .4;($ )<( (0)%$( 3+.( 43 + .<%/&" ,+S%0' %) &%33%.=/) 34$ )<(
.<%/&$(0 )4 -$(+)<(8 9+02 43 )<( .<%/&$(0 <+;( +/$(+&2 -$4S(0 )<( ,+1S18 A()+%0(&
3+,%/%(1 5($( :$4;%&(& 40( ,+1S 40/2 +0& <+;( 04) -((0 :$4;%&(& $(:/+.(,(0)18
E]8 P(1%&(0)1 1)%// $(:4$) )<+) )<(2 +$( $(X=%$(& )4 04) 40/2 ./(+0 )<(%$ $44,1" -=) +/14 )<(
.4,,=0+/ -+)<$44,1 +0& .<%/&G1 :/+2$44,8 I`?A a(4$'( $(:$(1(0)1 )<+) +&&%)%40+/
./(+0%0' ,(+1=$(1 <+;( -((0 %,:/(,(0)(&" +0& )<( $(1%&(0)1 &%& 04)%.( )<( 1)+33 ./(+0
:$%4$ )4 )<( 3%/,%0' 43 )<( 3+.%/%)2" <45(;($" <( &4(1 04) :$4;%&( + 1.<(&=/( 43 ./(+0%0'"
5<4 .40&=.)1 )<( ./(+0%0'" 4$ &(1.$%-( 5<+) %1 ./(+0(&8 !0 +02 (;(0)" $44,1 +$( 04)
./(+0(& +3)($ (;($2 =1( -2 + .<%/&" -+)<$44,1 +$( 04) ./(+0(& +3)($ (;($2 =1(" +0&
0(%)<($ +$( 1<45($18
EC8 R%0.( ,2 /+1) &(./+$+)%40" +0& &=$%0' )<( 5((S 43 9+$.< EH" E^E^" )<( &()+%0(& 3+,%/%(1
$(:4$) )<+) )54 1+0%)%F($ 1)+)%401 5($( :/+.(& %01%&( )<( 3+.%/%)28
H^8 R%0.( )<( 4$&($ 43 )<%1 *4=$)" +&&%)%40+/ :41)($1 <+;( -((0 :/+.(& 5%)<%0 )<( 3+.%/%)2 )4
&(1.$%-( 5<+) *?@!AB7C %18 Q45(;($" 3+,%/%(1 1)%// $(:4$) )<+) )<(2 <+;( 04) -((0
%01)$=.)(&" %0 + /+0'=+'( )<(2 =0&($1)+0&" 5<+) :4/%.%(1 +$( -(%0' %,:/(,(0)(& )4
:$4)(.) )<(, +0& 5<+) )<( 0+)=$( 43 )<( *?@!AB7C 1%)=+)%40 %1 %0 )<( V0%)(& R)+)(18
!,:4$)+0)/2" )<( ,+%0 /+0'=+'( .=$$(0)/2 1:4S(0 %0 )<( #*P* %1 *$(4/(8 D<($( +$( 04
0(51 1($;%.(1 +;+%/+-/( %0 *$(4/( +0& 04 40B1%)( %0)($:$()($1 %0 *$(4/(8 I&&%)%40+//2" 3(5
#($S1 1)+33 ,(,-($1 +$( (;(0 -%/%0'=+/ %0 R:+0%1<8 I1 + $(1=/)" 3+,%/%(1 +$( .4,:/()(/2
%14/+)(& +0& )$+::(& %0 +0 %01)%)=)%40+/ 1())%0' &=$%0' + :+0&(,%." +0& +$( <(/:/(118
H78 D<( 3+,%/%(1 5($( :$(1(0) 5<(0 I`?A a(4$'( 3%/,(& )<( ;%&(4 43 )<( #*P*8 D<( 3+,%/%(1
5
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.+//(& I/&(+ )4 $(:4$) )<+) )<(2 5($( +3$+%& 43 14,(40( ;%&(4%0' )<(,8 D<(2 (O:$(11(&
)<+)" +1 +12/=, 1((S($1" )<(2 &%& 04) 5+0) )<(%$ 3+.( 40 + ;%&(4" +0& '(0($+//2" )<+) %) 5+1
=00(.(11+$2 )4 &(,401)$+)( )<( .40&%)%401 43 )<( 3+.%/%)28 D<( &()+%0(& 3+,%/%(1
%0<($(0)/2 ,%1)$=1) +=)<4$%)%(1 '%;(0 )<(2 +$( 3/((%0' '4;($0,(0)+/ :($1(.=)%40 +0& +$(
%0 + &()(0)%40 1())%0'8 _( 1(0) +0 (,+%/ )4 I`?A a(4$'( +0& $(X=(1)(& )<+) <( 04) 3%/,
)<( &()+%0((1 '%;(0 )<(%$ :$%;+.2 .40.($018 A(1:%)( )<%1 $(X=(1)" +0& <%1
+.S045/(&'(,(0)" )<( &()+%0(& 3+,%/%(1 +::(+$(& 40 )<( 344)+'(8 Q45(;($" )<(%$ 3(+$1
+$( +::+$(0) 40 .+,($+" +1 )<(2 ./(+$/2 :=// <44&1 4;($ )<(%$ 3+.(1 +0& 3/(( )<( +$(+1 +1
I`?A a(4$'( 3%/,18
HE8 9(+/1 +$( 1)%// :$4;%&(& +) 40( )%,( %0 )<( .+3()($%+8 I/)<4='< )<( 3+,%/%(1 +$( )4 1%) 40(
+) (+.< )+-/(" )<(2 1)%// (+) )4'()<($8 D<(2 +$( 1($;(& 344& 40( +) + )%,( 3$4, )<( -=33()
-2 #*P* 1)+338
HH8 `%0+//2" 1%0.( ,2 /+1) &(./+$+)%40 !*J <+1 ,+&( 04 (334$)1 )4 :$4;%&( 1=%)+-/( ,(&%.+/
.+$( )4 )<( &()+%0(& 3+,%/%(1" <+1 3+%/(& )4 :$4;%&( + 1+3( 3+.%/%)2 34$ )<( $(,+%0%0'
3+,%/%(1" +0& ,41) 04)+-/2 <+;( 3+%/(& )4 .4,:/2 5%)< )<( `/4$(1 4$&($1 5<%.< $(X=%$(
.40)%0=4=1 (334$)1 +) )<( $(/(+1( 43 &()+%0(& 3+,%/%(1 %0 +..4$&+0.( 5%)< )<( R())/(,(0)8
HT8 \=&'( a(( 1:(.%3%.+//2 4$&($(& .4,:/%+0.( 5%)< )<( .40&%)%401 43 )<( 1())/(,(0) 5%)<4=)
$('+$& )4 )<( :+$(0)1G %,,%'$+)%40 1)+)=18 R<( $(X=%$(& .<%/&$(0 )4 -( :$4.(11(& +0&
$(/(+1(& 5%)<%0 E^ &+218 R<( +/14 1:(.%3%.+//2 4$&($(& )<+) !*J :$4;%&( 1:(.%3%." )+0'%-/("
+0& %0&%;%&=+/ $(+1401 )4 .40)%0=( )<( &()(0)%40 43 + .<%/& -(240& )<+) :4%0)8
HW8 I`?A a(4$'( 3+%/1 )4 &(,401)$+)( L4'1/516'6-$,))'+/-$7/$+,(,7-,M 43 )<( .<%/&$(0 %0 <%1
.+$(8 Q( 1)+)(1 )<+) )<( :+$4/( 3+.)4$1 +$( '+)<($(& L1<4$)/2 +3)($ %0)+S(M +0& 04) )<+)
)<(2 <+;( 54$S(& .40)%0=4=1/2 +) 1(.=$%0' $(/(+1( 43 )<( .<%/&$(0 %0 )<( #*P*8 !0 3+.)" %3
+) +//" %) +::(+$1 40/2 40( &()($,%0+)%40 <+1 (;($ -((0 ,+&(" +0& )<+) %1 )<( 40( ,+&(
=:40 +$$%;+/ +) )<( #*P*8 Q( <+1 04) :$4;%&(& )<( :+$4/( 54$S1<(()1 )<+) <( +//('(1
<+;( -((0 ,+%0)+%0(& +0& <+1 04) :$4;%&(& (;%&(0.( )<+) 1+%& :+$4/( &()($,%0+)%401
+$( .40)%0=4=1/2 ,+%0)+%0(&8
HY8 Q( 1)+)(1 )<+) L,41) 3+,%/%(1 +$( $(/(+1(& 5%)<%0 E^ &+218M D<%1 %1 04) )$=(8 I 3+,%/2
-(%0' $(/(+1(& 3$4, )<( #*P* 5%)<%0 E^ &+21 %1 )<( (O.(:)%40 +0& 04) )<( $=/(8
I&&%)%40+//2" 5<(0 + 3+,%/2 (0)($1 )<( #*P* ,41) 43 )<( )%,( )<(2 +$$%;( 3$4, + *#>
<4/&%0' 3+.%/%)2 .+//(& + 85,(,+7 KL%.(-4OMN 5<($( )<(2 <+;( -((0 <(/& 3$4, +025<($(
3$4, 7B7T &+21 4$ ,4$(" 5<%.< 3+.)4$ %0)4 )<( .+/.=/+)%408 J;(0 .+/.=/+)%0' )<( E^B&+2
0=,-($ 34$ )<( )%,( 1:(0) +) )<( #*P*" -2 +0& /+$'( ,41) 3+,%/%(1 $(,+%0 &()+%0(&
;+1)/2 /40'($8 `4$ (O+,:/(" )<( /+1) )54 3+,%/%(1 )4 -( $(/(+1(& 1=-1(X=(0) )4 )<%1 *4=$)1G
4$&($ <+& -((0 &()+%0(& 34$ EZZ &+21 +0& HC &+21" 04) .4=0)%0' )<(%$ )%,( %0 )<(
85,(,+7-8
HZ8 I1 43 )<%1 &+)(" (;($2 3+,%/2 %0 )<( #*P* <+1 -((0 &()+%0(& %0 (O.(11 43 E^ &+218
H]8 I`?A a(4$'( +/14 .401%&($1 +// 43 )<( $(,+%0%0' 3+,%/%(1 )4 -( 3/%'<) $%1S1 -=) 433($1 04
%0&%.+)%40 5<2 )<(2 +$( 3/%'<) $%1S18 J+.< 3+,%/2 <+1 + 1=%)+-/( 1:4014$ +0& 3%O(& <4,( )4
5<%.< )<(2 .4=/& -( $(/(+1(& +0& ,40%)4$(& (/(.)$40%.+//2 '%;(0 )<( :+0&(,%.8 J+.< &+2
,+))($18 _( 5%// 433($ %034$,+)%40 .40.($0%0' (+.< 3+,%/2 %0 )<( 34//45%0' :+$+'$+:<16
6
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+8 98J8BU8" J8?8BJ8 +0& 3%;(B2(+$B4/& &+='<)($ \8 ?8BJ8" +$( .=$$(0)/2 )<( -(0(3%.%+$%(1
43 + 1)+2 43 $(,4;+/ 3$4, )<( R+0 I0)40%4 !,,%'$+)%40 *4=$) +0& + :(0&%0'
,4)%40 )4 $(4:(0 + $(,4;+/ 4$&($ %11=(& %0 )<(%$ .+1(8 !,:4$)+0)/2" )<(2 +$(
;%.)%,1 43 <=,+0 )$+33%.S%0' 5<4 <+;(" +0& 5%//" .44:($+)( 5%)< /+5 (034$.(,(0)8
D<(2 +/14 <+;( +12/=, +::/%.+)%401 :(0&%0' 5%)< )<( R+0 I0)40%4 !,,%'$+)%40
*4=$)8 D<( 3+,%/2G1 1:4014$ )4 $(.(%;( )<(, %1 98J8BU8G1 1%1)($ +0& <($ =0./( 5<4
$(1%&( %0 *<%.+'4" !U" 5<4 <+;( + 3%O(& +&&$(11 +0& :<40( 5<%.< .+0 (+1%/2 -(
:$4;%&(& )4 )<( '4;($0,(0)8
D<%1 3+,%/2 5+1 <41:%)+/%F(& %0 D(O+1 :$%4$ )4 .4,%0' )4 )<( #*P* 40 9+$.< 7T"
E^E^8 D<(2 5($( 04) %,,(&%+)(/2 %14/+)(& %0 )<( #*P* 4$ :$4;%&(& >>J 4$
:$(.+=)%401 =:40 (0)($%0' )<( #*P* &(1:%)( <41:%)+/%F+)%40 -(34$( (0)($%0' )<(
#*P*8 P+)<($ )<(%$ .<%/&" +0& (+.< :+$(0)" <+& (O)$(,( 12,:)4,1 43 %//0(11
%0./=&%0' .4='<%0'" )<$4+) 14$(0(11 +0& )$4=-/( -$(+)<%0' +0& 5($( %0 )<(
'(0($+/ :4:=/+)%408 D<(%$ .<%/& 5+1 )+S(0 )4 )<( <41:%)+/ )54 )%,(1 5<%/( +) )<(
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